How to make video lectures more efficient? Hypervideo library as a core of Open Education platform
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Abstract: Video lectures are the key element and spectacular tool for distance learning. It is widely used in many formats of learning, including MOOCs. However, issues of finding effective ways of using educational video as part of the training course are far from definitive answers and require additional research. This paper deals with the initiative of the Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology of creating Open Education Platform based on OpenCourseWare concepts, but using hypervideo library as a core instruments for students to interact with. The paper examines questions of hypervideo creation, distributed editing and using as a part of the course.  Issues of using crowdsourcing for creation, improving and translation of the content are also considered.

Introduction
Hypervideo, or hyperlinked video, is a displayed video stream that contains embedded, user-clickable anchors, allowing navigation between video and other hypermedia elements. Hypervideo is thus analogous to hypertext, which allows a reader to click on a word in one document and retrieve information from another document, or from another place in the same document. That is, hypervideo combines video with a non linear information structure, allowing a user to make choices based on the content of the video and the user's interests. 

Our approach to design of Hypervideo learning platform
The Hypervideo platform ecosystem
The core element in hypervideo platform is Description Management System (DMS) where after video mounting and assembly all element are described, reviewed and translated. All data from DMS is exported to online educational platforms called Lectoriy. Also there are several services connected to DMS via API, for example, feedback system and user description editor.
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Figure 1: platform ecosystem.

The educational process
The person education starts from category. By ‘category’ we mean field of study, for example, physics or computer science. Category is hierarchical structure this implies that every category can have children. The depth of levels is unlimited. Let us consider that user has chosen to study all about optics.
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Figure 2: the concept of hypervideo.

The category can be spited in two ways – by courses and by topics. Course is a collection of lecturer related together by subject and usually located close to each other in time. Generally online courses coincide with university courses. The course consists of lectures – described videos, where all the hypervideo magic happens.
Topic is a collection of pieces of knowledges, for example, lenses. Like categories, topic is hierarchical structure thus every topic can contain subtopic and so on. For example, topic ‘lenses’ consists of ‘convex lenses’ and ‘concave lenses’.
Having these two manners for educational process we not only provide the fully described videos but also implementing the key concept of hypervideo.
Description management system (DMS)
DMS is a part of Hypervideo platform infrastructure that is designed for collective educational material management. It was developed to solve next tasks.
1. Information structuring. 
The core thing in DMS is an object: lecture, lecturer, course, collection and material. Every object belongs to some category.
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Figure 3: object relations.

Lecture contains information about video: technical data and description. Lecturer is a person who presents his lectures. Course is a group of lecture connected by the same subject; it usually coincides with university courses. Collection is also a group of lectures that are connected by some criteria different from subject. For example, it can be videos taken on some conference. And material is a simply a file with description. There are relations between objects shown in figure 1. Since each relation is considered as ‘many-to-many’ so it provides reusing of objects. 
2. Lecture segmentation to sections
Regarding hypervideo concept lecture video can be divided to sections. Section is a part of video with time scopes and its own description. Each of non-intersecting sections links to certain video frame thereby providing a quick access to desired part of video. Section has description and metadata: attributes and keywords. As soon as detailed description of section is given the search system indexes data and provides not only flexible search throughout lectures but also implements the concept of topics.
3. Collective management of data
Because of high number of objects stored in DMS it is important to provide certain access to different users. Authorization tools used in DMS are based on RBAC (role based access control). It gives access for certain roles to certain types of objects and actions. But in order to distinguish different categories of objects this concept was modified according following. Categories can be assigned to user so that objects that user has access to according RBAC are also filtered by category authorization rule. For example, physics lecture editors have access only to physics lectures and maths course editors interacts only with courses that belong to ‘maths’ category.
4. Reviewing
The important part of creating lecture is reviewing. Since lecture can have bad quality, external noise or any other issues before publishing each lecture should be reviewed at least twice in order to eliminate flaws. The reviewer estimates lecture with three parameters: video, sound and content quality. Moreover he can add textual information. After submitting each review can be taken into account by editor. 
5. Translation
One of key concept in DMS is that everything that can be translated should be considered as translation object. Object has a number of language independent properties, for example, image, creation date and GUID – global unique identifier. Each translation contains language specific properties that could be translated, for example, title and description. Description in native language is also considered as translation.
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Figure 4: translations structure.

Data can be translated either manually or with the help of external services: Google Translate or ABBYY translation system throughout DMS API.  
6. Updates management
DMS implies that one administration system can interact with a number of courses delivering sites. Therefore the data export system was developed. The administrator can easily export materials for certain category and use it on any other system. Moreover, this is two way process so one can import data to DMS from another system. Since such manipulation is manually made and is not very convenient the automatic updates management system is considered as next step for delivering content from DMS to other systems.
7. User description editor
This editor almost repeats the administrator editor for object but can be embed in any system even in Lectoriy itself. Every user description version is reviewed by specialist and either submitted or declined.
The crowdsourcing
Along with the developing of our OCW platform the number of lectures and other materials grow in great scale. The collaborators can’t manage all this big data processing. As the next step in platform evolution the power of crowdsourcing was engaged. Two kind of people are involved in the process: lecturers and students. The instruments used are: feedback system, user description editor, reviewing system. Students are engaged in all three processes. And lecturers usually review their own lectures descriptions and also verify students’ feedback and reviews. 
The important thing in crowdsourcing is versioning system that allows to store all steps made by contibutors.

Findings
By now the hypervideo OCW system at MIPT contains 40 courses with over 400 lectures and 63 lecturers. Lecture segmentation count up to over 2300 sections with additional metadata. The local CDN allows to distribute content locally while the student is in campus. Though DMS is relatively young system Lectoriy has been tested over 5 years with thousands of simultaneous watching before exams. 

Conclusions
Students show great interest for the Lectoriy both in consumer and creator roles. We surely continue work on our OCW system with emphasis to hypervideo and crowdsourcing concepts.
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